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PURPOSE. To develop and apply an objective algorithm for analyzing outer retinal layers imaged
by spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) in patients with Stargardt disease
(STGD1).
METHODS. Horizontal macular B-scans were acquired from 20 visually normal controls and 20
genetically confirmed stage 1 STGD1 patients. The number of outer retinal bands was
quantified using a semiautomated algorithm that detected bands using the second derivative
of longitudinal reflectivity profiles. The present analysis focused on the three outermost
bands, currently associated with the ellipsoid zone (EZ), cone outer segment interdigitation
zone (IZ), and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) complex.
RESULTS. The RPE complex and EZ bands were detected throughout the B-scan in all controls.
The RPE complex was detected throughout the B-scan in all patients, but was atrophic
appearing in some locations. The EZ band was detected only outside the central lesion.
Interdigitation zone band detection varied as a function of eccentricity for both groups, with
detection for controls being highest in the para- and perifovea and lowest in the fovea and
near periphery. In patients, the IZ band was generally not present in the fovea or para- or
perifovea due to the central lesion. Outside of the lesion, the IZ band was detected in 26% of
patients (mean detection across the near periphery), which was approximately half of the
detection in controls.
CONCLUSIONS. An objective approach for quantifying the number of outer retinal OCT bands
found reduced IZ detection in STGD1 patients. This occurred even outside the central lesion,
demonstrating an inability to image the IZ, possibly due to enhanced RPE reflectivity or
abnormal outer retinal structure.
Keywords: optical coherence tomography, image analysis, stargardt disease, cone
interdigitation zone

utosomal recessive Stargardt disease (STGD1; Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man [OMIM] 248200), which is
due to mutations in the ABCA4 gene,1 affects 1 in 10,000
individuals and is the most common juvenile-onset hereditary
macular dystrophy.2 Dysfunctional ABCA4 protein alters
vitamin A aldehyde transport in the outer segments of
photoreceptors, resulting in the formation of phototoxic
bisretinoids of lipofuscin.3 The lipofuscin is deposited in
retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) cells during disc shedding
and phagocytosis. Accumulation of lipofuscin is associated with
many of the clinical features of STGD1, including fundus flecks,
increased fundus autofluorescence, and atrophy of the outer
retina.4–10
Several studies have evaluated retinal structure in patients
with STGD1 using optical coherence tomography (OCT).6,11–14

Although abnormal inner retinal structure has been reported in
these patients,13 the focus of previous studies has typically
been on the four hyperreflective outer retinal bands that can be
imaged by OCT. These four outermost retinal bands are
currently associated with the (1) external limiting membrane
(ELM), (2) photoreceptor ellipsoid zone (EZ) (but see Jonnal et
al.15), (3) cone outer segment/RPE interdigitation zone (IZ),
and (4) RPE–Bruch’s membrane complex. In patients with
STGD1, the ELM (band 1) can be abnormally thick14; the EZ
(band 2) is typically missing at the site of the central lesion,6,16
and the RPE complex (band 4) can be abnormally thin.6
Although the characteristics of the IZ band (band 3) have not
been reported in patients who have STGD1, previous work has
shown that this band is absent in patients with cone-rod
dystrophy (CRD),17 which is a hereditary retinal degenerative
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TABLE. Patient Characteristics
Patient Age,
No.
y Sex

BCVA

No. of
ABCA4
Mutations

2

Mutation(s)

1

13

M

20/70

p.[(L541P; A1038V)]
(;)c.5714þ5G>A
c.3050þ5G>A(;)p.(G1961E)
p.[(R1129L(;)A1773V)]

2
3
4

15
15
16

F
F
F

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

20
20
21
23
23
28
30
31
31
33
41
45
45
47
48
48

M
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
M

20/60
2
20/80
2
10/1001 Sister of
patient 3
20/160þ2
2
p.[(R1129C(;)R2077W)]
20/1601
2
p.[(G1961E(;)R2040*)]
20/40
2
p.[(R219T(;)W439*(;)G863A)]
10/100
2
c.5461-10T>C(;)p.(G1961E)
20/1001
2
c.302þ1G>A(;)p.(R2107H)
20/1001
2
c.5461-10T>C(;)p.(G1961E)
20/25þ2
1
p.[(R2077W)];[?]
20/200
2
p.(G1961E);c.6479þ1G>A
20/1251
1
p.[(Q636*)];[?]
20/200
2
p.[(L541P;A1038V(;)I1684N)]
20/25þ1
2
p.[(V989A)];[(V989A)]
20/25
2
p.[(I975M(;)K1978E)]
20/200
2
p.[(R1108C;Q876P)];[(Q876P)]
20/200
2
p.[(R1108C(;)G1961E)]
20/253
2
p.[(G1961E)];[(G1961E)]
20/100
2
p.[(G863A)];[(G863A)]

BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; ‘‘?’’ indicates that the second
mutation was not identified.
* Denotes a stop codon.

disease that can also be caused by ABCA4 mutations.
Abnormalities in this band might be expected in patients with
STGD1, given that RPE and photoreceptor cells are the primary
sites of abnormality in STGD1 and there is genetic overlap
between CRD and STGD1.
At present, the retinal source of the IZ band is uncertain.
As reviewed elsewhere,15 the band was identified by adaptiveoptics OCT (AO-OCT),18 and two likely origins of the IZ band
have been proposed: (1) the tips of the cone outer segments
(OS)19,20; (2) light that is scattered from a more distal source
(e.g., the RPE) onto the tips of the cone OS, which act as
waveguides. Additional work is needed to evaluate these two
possible sources. Despite the uncertainty of its origin, we
refer to this band as the interdigitation zone (IZ) in the
present study, as recommended by the International Nomenclature for OCT (IN-OCT) committee.21
The purpose of the present study was to develop and apply
an objective, semiautomated algorithm for analyzing the layers
of the outer retina imaged by spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT)
in patients with STGD1. The present study focused on the
three outermost retinal bands (RPE complex, IZ, and EZ) with a
particular emphasis on the IZ, as little has been reported
regarding this band in STGD1. Previous studies that have
assessed the integrity of the IZ band in CRD,17 choroideremia,22 and acute zonal occult outer retinopathy23 and in
patients who have a macular hole24 have used subjective
approaches in which experienced graders measured the length
of the IZ band using software provided by the OCT
manufacturer or provided qualitative assessments of the OCT
scans. The present study used a different approach: The
number of hyperreflective outer retinal bands was quantified
for each subject using a novel semiautomated algorithm that
detected the number of hyperreflective bands based on
longitudinal reflectivity profiles (LRPs) as follows: (1) Horizontal macular B-scans were acquired; (2) the B-scans were divided
into 25 equally spaced columns and the A-scans within a
column were averaged; (3) an LRP (i.e., OCT reflectivity along
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the averaged A-scan) was generated for each column; (4) the
number of bands was quantified based on the second
derivative of the LRP. This procedure was performed in
genetically confirmed STGD1 patients and in visually normal
control subjects.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Subjects
Twenty patients with stage 1 STGD1 (6 males and 14 females)
with a mean age (6SD) of 29.7 6 12.2 years participated in
this study. Stage 1 STGD1 is defined by fundus flecks confined
to the macula, typically distributed in a ring around the fovea.8
Patients with stage 1 STGD1 were selected because these
patients generally have more stable fixation, compared to
STGD1 patients with more advanced stages, and the clinical
appearance of the retina is relatively normal outside of the
central macular lesion and ring of flecks. The patients’ age, sex,
best-corrected visual acuity, number of identified ABCA4
mutations, and the specific mutation(s) identified are summarized in the Table. Among the 20 patients, 17 were positive for
at least two disease-causing variants of the ABCA4 gene; 2 were
positive for a variant on one allele, and 1 patient was untested
but was the sibling of a patient with two identified ABCA4
mutations. No patient had clinically significant ocular media
opacities, a history of significant ocular comorbidities, or
spherical refractive error greater than 6.0 diopters with the
exception of patients 11 and 15, who had spherical equivalents
of 6.50 and 7.25, respectively. Twenty control subjects (12
males and 8 females) with a mean age (6SD) of 33.9 6 6.6
years also participated in this study. The mean ages of the
controls and patients did not differ significantly (t ¼ 1.37, P ¼
0.18). All control subjects had best-corrected visual acuity of 0
logMAR or better (equivalent to Snellen acuity of 20/20 or
better), spherical refractive error less than 6.0 diopters, normal
Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivity, and no history of visual
abnormalities. The procedures adhered to the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by Institutional
Review Boards. Informed consent was obtained from each
subject before his/her participation.

SD-OCT Imaging and Analysis
Optical coherence tomography images were obtained using an
Optos spectral-domain OCT/scanning laser ophthalmoscope
(SLO) instrument (Optos PLC, Dunfermline, UK). Optical
coherence tomography data were obtained from the right
eye of all subjects, with the exception of two patients from
whom data from the left eye were obtained. For these two
patients, the image quality of the right eye was poor, so data
were obtained from the left eye and converted to right eye
format for analysis. The signal quality reported by the
instrument was the same (10/10) for all subjects.
Custom-written MATLAB software (MATLAB; The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) was used to quantify the number of
hyperreflective outer retinal bands, illustrated in Figure 1, as
follows:
1. B-scans (9.0 by 1.5 mm) were acquired along the
horizontal meridian, centered on the fovea. The B-scans
were divided into 25 columns that were each 305 lm in
width (each column included 43 adjacent A-scans,
spanning approximately 18 of visual angle). The vertical
white lines in Figure 1A indicate the columns; the
distances from the foveal center (degrees) are marked,
with negative values indicating measurements from the
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of the approach used by the semiautomated detection algorithm. (A) The B-scan from a control subject divided into 25
columns, each subtending 18 of visual angle (indicated by the numbers). Negative retinal eccentricities indicate measurements made from the
temporal retina, whereas positive retinal eccentricities indicate measurements made from the nasal retina. The orange (EZ) and green (RPE) lines
define the outer retina. (B) The linearized OCT reflectivity profiles obtained at 108 and 68. (C) The averaged linearized OCT reflectivity profiles
from these two columns. (D) The LRPs from columns 10 (thick blue profile) and 6 (thick red profile). The thin red and blue profiles at the
bottom of the plot represent the second derivatives of the LRPs measured at 108 and 68, respectively.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

temporal retina and positive values indicating measurements from the nasal retina.
The EZ and RPE bands were identified, using a
semiautomated approach,25 to define a spatial region
to be searched (Fig. 1A; orange and green lines).
The OCT B-scan reflectivity was linearized (anti-log) to
allow small differences in hyperreflective regions to be
better visualized, as discussed elsewhere.20 Figure 1B
shows an example of linear reflectivities from 108,
where two hyperreflective bands were visible, and from
68, where three hyperreflective bands were visible.
Each of the 43 A-scans within a column was shifted
vertically to align the A-scans at the interface between
the RPE and Bruch’s membrane, which corrected
curvature and tilt of the scan. The shifted A-scans
within each column were then averaged. Figure 1C
shows an example of averaged linear reflectivities from
108 and from 68. Averaging reduced image noise and
permitted the number of bands to be better visualized.
Longitudinal reflectivity profiles were generated, which
are plots of OCT reflectivity at each point in a column,
as shown by the thick red and blue profiles in Figure 1D.
The thick red profile (68) had three prominent peaks,
corresponding to the EZ, IZ, and RPE complex bands. In
comparison, only two peaks, corresponding to the EZ
and RPE complex, were visible in the column from 108
(thick blue profile).
The second derivative of each LRP was computed and
the number of zero crossings was determined to
quantify the number of hyperreflective bands in each
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column (thin red and blue profiles shown in the lower
portion of Fig. 1D). Of note, compared to the first
derivative, the second derivative was better able to
detect subtle changes in the LRP.

Manual Grading
To evaluate the validity of the objective algorithm, the number
of hyperreflective outer retinal bands visible in standard Bscans (e.g., Fig. 1A) was determined by four experienced
graders (JCP, FTC, ML, JJM). The results of the four graders
were averaged and compared to those provided by the
automated algorithm. The four graders and the semiautomated
algorithm had excellent agreement, such that the algorithm
and at least three of the four graders were in agreement in 85%
of the retinal locations analyzed; agreement between the
graders and the algorithm is discussed further below.

RESULTS
The RPE and EZ bands were detected throughout the entire Bscan in all controls, as expected. A band of variable thickness
that corresponds to the RPE complex was detected throughout
the entire B-scan in all STGD1 patients, whereas a band that
corresponds to the EZ was detected only outside of the central
lesion. Figure 2 shows the percentage of patients for whom an
EZ band was detected by semiautomated segmentation (step 1
above) for each of the 25 retinal locations sampled. In the
central foveal and parafoveal areas (08 to 638 columns), the EZ
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FIGURE 2. The percentage of STGD1 patients with a visible EZ band is
shown for each of the 25 sampled retinal locations.

band was detected in only a small percentage of patients
(average of 12% over this region) due to the central lesion. Two
patients (11 and 16) had relatively well-preserved EZ at the
foveal center (bull’s-eye macular lesion), and these two
patients had relatively good visual acuity. However, outside of
the central lesion, the percentage of patients with a detectable
EZ band increased sharply. For eccentricities greater than 698,
the EZ band was visible for all STGD1 patients.
Figure 3A plots the percentage of control subjects who had
a detectable IZ band for each of the 25 sampled retinal
locations. Mean detection (61 SD) by the graders is
represented by the blue open circles, and detection by the
algorithm is represented by the red filled circles. At the foveal
center (column 0), the IZ was detected in 63% (manual) and
50% (algorithm) of the controls. The probability of detection
increased as eccentricity from the fovea increased, peaking in
the parafovea (approximately 638 [61365 lm] from the foveal
center), with a mean detection by the algorithm at 638 of
97.5%. For locations greater than 658 from the foveal center,
the probability of IZ band detection decreased, with approximately 90% to 45% of the controls having a detectable IZ band,
depending on location (658 to 6128).
Figure 3B shows the percentage of STDG1 patients who had
a detectable IZ band for each of the 25 sampled retinal
locations. The semiautomated algorithm (red filled triangles)
and manual analysis (blue open triangles) showed good
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agreement, but there was some discrepancy in the temporal
retina, with less frequent detection by the graders. There was
also some disagreement among the four graders over this
region, as denoted by the error bars (61 SD). In the nasal
perifoveal region and beyond (>58, >1667 lm), the percentage of patients for whom the IZ band was detected was low:
5% to 21% (graders) and 5% to 30% (algorithm), depending on
location. Across this region, percent detection tended to
increase as eccentricity increased. A similar pattern was
observed in the temporal retina, where percent detection
increased as eccentricity increased from 68 to 128 (15%–35%
depending on location, algorithm determined; 4% to 30%
depending on location, grader determined).
Figure 3C replots the semiautomated band detection results
for the controls (circles) and STGD1 patients (triangles)
together to facilitate direct comparisons. Interdigitation zone
band detection was most different between the two groups in
the parafovea (628 to 648 from the foveal center), where
mean detection over this region was 89% for the controls and
only 3% for the STDG1 patients. The large difference in this
region can be attributed to the central lesion, as the EZ band
was disrupted in this region for most of the patients. All of the
patients had an intact EZ band at eccentricities greater than
698, but the IZ band detection in these regions was still lower
than normal. Specifically, IZ band detection in STGD1 patients
at eccentricities greater than 98 was reduced compared to
normal in the nasal retina, where the band was detected in
approximately 55% to 70% of controls and 5% to 30% of the
patients, depending on location. Interdigitation zone band
detection in the STDG1 patients was also reduced in the
temporal retina (98 to 128), but the reductions were
somewhat less compared to the nasal retina: 45% to 85% for
the controls and 30% to 40% for the patients, depending on
location.
The data of Figure 3C raise the question whether the
reflectivities of the outer retinal bands within and outside of
the central lesion are similar in STGD1 patients, and how these
reflectivities compare to normal. To address this question, the
LRPs measured in STGD1 patients at the site of the central
lesion and outside of the central lesion and in control subjects
were compared (Fig. 4). The dashed red line in Figure 4 shows
the LRP averaged over all patients at the site of the central
lesion (i.e., locations in which the EZ was absent). The solid
red line represents the LRP averaged over all patients outside of
the central lesion (i.e., locations in which the EZ was present
and the IZ was absent). The dashed blue line represents the
control LRP averaged over all locations outside of the fovea for
which the IZ band was not detected.

FIGURE 3. The percentage of IZ band detection for the control subjects (A) and STGD1 patients (B) is shown for each of the 25 sampled retinal
locations. Detection by graders and the semiautomated algorithm is represented by the open and filled symbols, respectively. (C) Plot of the control
and STGD1 semiautomated detection data together for comparison.
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FIGURE 4. Reflectivity (arbitrary units; normalized to the RPE) is
plotted as a function of retinal depth. The dashed red line represents
the LRP averaged over all patients at the site of the central lesion (i.e.,
locations in which the EZ and IZ were absent). The solid red line
represents the LRP averaged over all patients outside of the central
lesion (i.e., locations in which the EZ was present and the IZ was
absent). The dashed blue line represents the control LRP averaged
over all locations outside of the fovea for which the IZ band was not
detected.

Figure 4 shows that the LRP for patients measured outside
of the central lesion at locations where the IZ was not detected
is characterized by two hyperreflective regions that correspond to the EZ and RPE complex (solid red profile). In
comparison, the LRP measured within the central lesion is
characterized by a single hyperreflective region corresponding
to the RPE complex (dashed red profile). Reflectivity of the
RPE complex measured within the central lesion was narrower
than the reflectivity measured outside of the central lesion,
which is likely attributable to RPE atrophy at the site of the
central lesion. The hyperreflective region corresponding to the
RPE complex for the controls and the patients outside of the
central lesion had similar widths (solid red and dashed blue
profiles). Thus, the reflectivity profile of the RPE complex
outside of the central lesion was similar to normal, but, not
unexpectedly, different from the reflectivity profile within the
central lesion. Furthermore, for the control subjects and
STGD1 patients, the EZ reflectivity was less than the RPE
complex reflectivity. Although this pattern was observed for
both groups, the difference between EZ and RPE complex
reflectivity was exaggerated in the patients compared to the
controls.

DISCUSSION
The present study developed and applied an objective,
semiautomated algorithm for analyzing the layers of the outer
retina imaged by SD-OCT. The algorithm was applied to SDOCT scans from patients with STGD1 and visually normal
controls to compare the number of hyperreflective bands in
these two groups. The results showed that the RPE complex
was present throughout the entire scan in all STGD1 patients,
but was often atrophic appearing at the site of the central
lesion. The EZ band was typically present only outside of the
central lesion, as expected from previous work.6,16 The current
report also showed that the IZ band was absent at the site of
the central lesion and, despite an intact EZ band, that the IZ
band was less frequently detected in the near periphery.
Specifically, the IZ band was detected across the near-
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peripheral retina (698 to 6128 from the central fovea) in
45% to 85% of controls and 5% to 40% of the patients,
depending on location.
The present study also provides a quantitative normative
baseline to compare IZ band detection to patient populations.
That is, previous work has described the IZ band as appearing
separate from the RPE band outside of the fovea but merging
with the RPE band in the central fovea in visually normal
controls.20 We confirm this finding quantitatively and extend it
to show that the IZ band also often merges with the RPE band
in the near periphery. There was, however, substantial
variation in IZ band detection among the visually normal
controls, with detection in some controls throughout the
entire B-scan and large regions of missing IZ band detection in
other controls. Thus, the present findings emphasize that the
absence of IZ band detection with SD-OCT, even over relatively
large regions, is not necessarily indicative of pathology.
A previous report of IZ visibility in patients with CRD
showed a complete absence of the IZ band throughout the
entire B-scan in all patients studied.17 In comparison, only four
of the 20 STGD1 patients in the present study had no
detectable IZ band at any location examined. The absence of
the IZ band in these four STDG1 patients suggests that its
complete absence is not unique to patients with CRD. The
large majority of our patients (16/20), however, had a
detectable IZ band in at least some retinal locations.
Differences in the degree of IZ band detection in stage 1
STGD1 and CRD may be expected, given that retinal structure
and function of the peripheral retina tend to be less affected in
stage 1 STGD1 patients compared to CRD patients.
As noted in the introduction, the retinal source of the IZ
band is uncertain at present, but the tips of the cone OS are a
likely candidate.19 Despite uncertainty in the retinal origin of
the band, there are at least two possible explanations for its
reduced visibility in our STGD1 patients: (1) The anatomical
structure from which the band is generated is absent (or
disrupted), or (2) the anatomical structure from which the band
is generated is present, but it cannot be resolved by standard
SD-OCT. Inability to resolve the band could be due, for example,
to increased reflectivity of the adjacent RPE complex (e.g., Fig.
4). Additional studies are needed to determine the source of the
reduced IZ visibility in STGD1 patients.
The width of the hyperreflective band generated by the
RPE–Bruch’s membrane complex differed within and outside
of the central lesion in our STGD1 patients. The narrower
width of this band measured within the central lesion site,
compared to locations outside of the lesion, can likely be
attributed to RPE atrophy within the lesion. Interestingly, the
width of the RPE–Bruch’s membrane band measured in the
STGD1 patients outside of the central lesion was highly similar
to that measured in the normal control periphery (for locations
at which the IZ band was not detected). Of note, in retinal
locations where the IZ band was not detected, the RPE band
typically had higher reflectivity than the EZ band (Figs. 1, 4),
whereas in retinal locations where the IZ band was detectable,
the EZ band typically had greater reflectivity (e.g., Fig. 1).
Similar RPE and EZ reflectivities for locations in which the IZ is
present and different reflectivities for locations in which the IZ
is absent are also apparent in LRPs from a visually normal
subject shown in a previous report.20 In the present study, this
was generally found for both the control subjects and the
STGD1 patients, but the difference between EZ and RPE
reflectivity was exaggerated in the patients compared to the
controls. A similar pattern of reflectivity (i.e., greater RPE
complex reflectivity than EZ reflectivity) was observed for the
patients in the standard log-transformed scans, indicating that
reduced EZ reflectivity is not an artifact of the image
linearization. This decrease in EZ reflectivity may suggest
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photoreceptor changes, which could contribute to the loss of
IZ band detection in STGD1 patients.
In summary, an objective, semiautomated approach can be
used successfully to quantify the number of hyperreflective
outer retinal bands visible by OCT. There is variation among
visually normal individuals in the extent to which the IZ band
is detected, but the band was detected in nearly all visually
normal individuals in the parafovea (approximately 38 nasal
and temporal to the foveal center). The IZ band was less
frequently detected in STGD1 patients compared to controls,
even outside the central lesion, suggesting an inability to image
the IZ band, possibly due to enhanced RPE reflectivity or to
abnormalities in outer segment structure and/or RPE interdigitation.
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